Context. The structures of the outer atmospheres of red giants are very complex. Recent interpretations of a range of different observations have led to contradictory views of these regions. It is, however, clear that classical model photospheres are inadequate to describe the nature of the outer atmospheres. The notion of large optically thick molecular spheres around the stars (MOLspheres) has been invoked in order to explain spectro-interferometric observations, as well as low-and high-resolution spectra. On the other hand high-resolution spectra in the mid-IR do not easily fit into this picture. On the contrary, they rule out any large sphere of water vapour in LTE surrounding red giants. Aims. In order to approach a unified scenario for these outer regions of red giants, more empirical evidence from different diagnostics are needed. Our aim here is to investigate high-resolution, mid-infrared spectra for a range of red giants, spanning spectral types from early-K to mid M. We want to study how the pure rotational lines of water vapour change with effective temperature, and whether we can find common properties that can put new constraints on the modelling of these regions, so that we thereby can gain new insights. Methods. We have recorded mid-infrared spectra at 12.2 − 12.4 µm at high spectral resolution of 10 well-studied bright red giants, with TEXES mounted on the IRTF on Mauna Kea. These stars span effective temperatures from 3450 to 4850 K. Results. We find that all red giants in our study cooler than 4300 K, spanning a large range of effective temperatures (down to 3450 K), show water absorption lines stronger than expected and none are detected in emission, in line with what has been previously observed for a few stars. The strengths of the lines vary smoothly with spectral type. We identify several spectral features in the wavelength region that undoubtedly are formed in the photosphere. From a study of water-line ratios of the stars, we find that the excitation temperatures, in the line-forming regions, are several hundred Kelvin lower than expected from a classical photospheric model. Conclusions. All stars in our sample show several photospheric features in their 12 µm spectra, which can be modelled with a classical model photosphere. However, in all stars showing water-vapour lines (stars cooler than ∼ 4300 K), the water lines are found to be much deeper than expected. The line ratios of these pure-rotational lines reveal low excitation temperatures. This could either be due to an actually lower temperature structure in the outer regions of the photospheres caused by, for example, extra cooling, or due to non-LTE level populations, affecting the source function and line opacities, but this needs further investigation. We have demonstrated that these diagnostically interesting water lines are a general feature of red giants across spectral types, and we argue for a general explanation of their formation rather than explanations requiring specific properties, such as dust. Since the water lines are neither weak (filled in by emission) nor appear in emission, as predicted by LTE MOLsphere models in their simplest forms, the evidence for the existence of such large optically-thick, molecular spheres enshrouding the stars is weakened. It is still a challenge to find a unifying picture of the outer regions of the atmospheres of red giants, but we have presented new empirical evidence that needs to be taken into account and explained in any model of these regions.
Introduction
Recent investigations of K and M giants and supergiants have led to a divergent, and sometimes a somewhat contradictory picture of their outer atmospheres. Existing observations range from interferometric, spectro-interferometric to low-and high-at least water vapour and CO. It would be a quasi-static molecular layer situated on the order of a stellar radius beyond the classical extent of the photosphere (see for example Tsuji 2003) . In the case for early K giants like Arcturus, it could be interpreted as an aggregation of molecular clouds connected to the outer photosphere (Tsuji 2009 ). Spectro-interferometric K-band observations have also been interpreted as evidence for molecular layers of water and CO in extended atmospheres of K and M giants (see for example Ohnaka et al. 2012; Ohnaka 2013 ) and of red supergiants (see for example Perrin et al. 2004a Perrin et al. , 2007 Wittkowski et al. 2012; Ohnaka et al. 2013; Arroyo-Torres et al. 2013) . These spatial extensions can not be modelled with current atmospheric models, indicating that the model atmospheres are too compact (Ohnaka 2013; Arroyo-Torres et al. 2013) .
High-resolution spectra in the mid-infrared of both giants and supergiants have not been able to corroborate this idea. On the contrary, resolved 12 µm spectra show strong absorption lines of OH and H 2 O, absorption that is actually even larger than that expected from a classical photosphere without a MOLsphere (Ryde et al. 2002 (Ryde et al. , 2003a (Ryde et al. , 2006a . Even though it depends on the parameters assumed in the MOLsphere realisation, deep H 2 O lines are not expected from an extended, opticallythick MOLsphere, since the water lines will be filled-in with emission from the extended shell (for an explanation see Tsuji 2000 Tsuji , 2003 Tsuji , 2006 Ryde et al. 2006b ). In short, the reason is that, at wavelengths longward of ∼ 5 µm, the cool MOLsphere of large extent will, in optically thick lines, outshine the hotter stellar continuum from the geometrically smaller star (see, for the case of µ Cep, Ryde et al. 2006b ). This leads to predicted weak absorption or even emission lines (see the spectra for a few MOLsphere realisations in Ryde et al. 2006a ). The same MOLsphere phenomenon is suggested to be active in normal giants too (Tsuji 2001) . Note that MOLspheres, as molecular clouds closer to the photosphere, will not have the same effect (see Tsuji 2009) .
Similarly, but based on low-resolution infrared spectra, several papers have also noted that synthetic spectra underestimates observed molecular bands. For example, Price et al. (2002) demonstrated clearly that synthetic spectra of late K-giants observed with the Short Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS) on board the Infrared Space Observatory, ISO at R ∼ 1500, underpredict the CO bands at 4.5 µm and the SiO molecular bands at 8 µm. Recently, Sloan et al. (2014) (in press) also showed, based on spectra obtained with the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) on the Spitzer Space Telescope of 33 K giants at R ∼ 100, that the observed strengths of the SiO band at 8 µm and the OH lines at 14 − 17 µm are deeper than expected from synthetic spectra, with the interesting finding that the discrepancy for the SiO is smaller than that of the OH lines, i.e. that it seems to grow with wavelength. They further show that this underprediction is an issue for all K giants observed. Likewise, Van Malderen et al. (2004) demonstrated, although more qualitatively, the underprediction of, most prominently, the OH lines at 14 − 17 µm also observed with ISO/SWS. There seems to be a consensus that for the outer, tenuous regions of the atmospheres of red giants where the strong molecular lines form, existing model atmospheres have problems in adequately representing them (Ryde et al. 2002; Price et al. 2002; Decin et al. 2003; Farzone et al. 2013; Sloan et al. 2014) . In these regions the heat capacity per volume is low, which means that even small alterations of the heating or cooling terms in the energy equation (e.g., due to dynamic processes or uncertainties and errors in the calculations of radiative cooling) easily can lead to changes in the temperature structure.
Thus, based on a large number of both spectroscopic and interferometric studies of a range of giants and supergiants, it is clear that classical model atmospheres are inadequate to describe the nature of the outer atmospheres of these stars (see, for example, Tsuji 2003 Tsuji , 2008 . It is, however, unclear whether the physics that these different observations are revealing have a common origin or whether there are several different explanations for different wavelengths, observing method, or different stars in the range of effective temperature and surface gravity that has been investigated. Tsuji (2006) concludes that even for the case of the well-studied supergiant Betelgeuse, our understanding of the outer atmosphere has not converged. The controversy between the different pictures that emerge from the interpretations of interferometric and high-resolution spectroscopic investigations could be a result of the extreme complexity of the outer atmospheres and could provide a clue to the underlying physical reality (Tsuji 2006) .
More data are needed to be added to the bank of empirical evidence in order to approach a unified picture. In this paper, we add new insights by investigating the way the 12 µm H 2 O lines change with spectral type for a range of K and M giants. This will show whether the larger-than-expected water absorption is general feature for cool giants across spectral types or due to a specific property, such as the presence of alumina dust, as suggested by Tsuji (2006 Tsuji ( , 2008 for Betelgeuse and µ Cep.
Since the origin of formation of these water lines are not clear, high-resolution spectra are needed to retrieve as much information as possible. Resolving the stellar spectrum has the advantages that (1) several resolved H 2 O lines of different excitation can be analysed to provide an excitation temperature at the location where they are formed, (2) photospheric features, if any, can be detected between the water lines, (3) velocity shifts between photospheric features and the water lines can be measured, (4) line broadening can be measured, (5) emission in lines from an extended shell should be present, either as pure emission lines or as emission filling in photospheric absorption lines to different degrees. Detailed line strengths of different resolved lines can also be tested against line-formation models.
With our high-resolution TEXES spectra of a range of K and M giants, we are now in a position to examine these issues.
Observations
A total of 10 early-K to mid-M giants and sub-giants, ranging from spectral type K0 to M3, were observed in the 12 µm region with TEXES, the Texas Echelon Cross Echelle Spectrograph Mid-infrared observations at high spectral resolution have become practical in the past decade due to the development of large-grating spectrographs that take advantage of large-format detector arrays at these wavelengths. The detector arrays are able to record a weak stellar signal on top of a very bright background. It is, however, still only the very brightest stars that are possible to observe with a decent signal-to-noise ratio within a reasonable observing time. Indeed, the observed stars are all very bright (K 0) and lie in the solar neighbourhood, i.e at a distance of less than 100 pc from the Sun. According to the SIMBAD astronomical database 1 , there are around 50 stars that meet these criteria. Thus, a fifth of these giants and subgiants in the solar neighbourhood, are represented in our data set. Table  1 presents the bright K and N magnitudes and the final signalto-noise ratio per pixel of the observations, ranging from 70 to 290. The N-band extinction towards the stars are minimal (see for example Cardelli et al. 1989) .
The stars were observed with TEXES at high spectral resolution. The spectral resolution, as determined by Gaussian fits to telluric atmospheric lines, has a FWHM corresponding to R = 85, 000 or 3.5 km s −1 and the slit width was 1.5 and length 8 . The cross-dispersed spectra consist of approximately 20 orders, each order being larger than the 256 2 pixel detector array, which results in gaps between the orders in the final merged spectrum. The spectral coverage ranges from 806.5 to 821.5 cm −1 (that is approximately 12.2 − 12.4 µm). Ryde et al. (2002) describe the determination of the frequency scale, which is subject to systematic offsets of a half 2 to one km s −1 . One pixel represents approximately 0.9 km s −1 . The total integration times of the stars range from 60−600 s. For details about the observing method, see for example, Ryde et al. (2006b) .
The observations were reduced using standard TEXES procedures and the continua are normalised with the IRAF 3 task continuum (Tody 1993 ) by a fifth-order Legendre polynomial. Figure 1 shows an example of an un-normalised spectrum, demonstrating the non-linear form of the blaze function. This spectrum of β Peg shows two distinct water lines in the middle order. The normalisation function at the blue edge (at higher wave numbers) is very uncertain due to the turn-over of the blaze function. This should be held in mind when studying features at the blue edges, where extra care should be exercised. The normalised spectrum of β Peg is presented later in the top panel of Figure 3 .
Subsequently, telluric lines were removed by dividing the normalised spectra with that of a normalised, telluric standard of high signal-to-noise ratio, which we observed in the same setting and reduced in the same way, using custom IDL routines.
Figures 3 and 4 present a part of the reduced, normalised spectra (816.5-821.5 cm −1 ) in black. The stars are shown in order of increasing effective temperature, T eff . In Figure 3 these are β Peg, δ Vir, δ Oph, µ UMa, and α Lyn, with effective temperatures between 3448 to 3836 K. Figure 4 shows the other stars, namely α Tau, α Hya, α Boo, α Ser, and β Gem, with temperature ranging from 3871 to 4858 K.
Apart from water lines (we have concentrated our analysis on the ones marked with vertical dashed lines in Figures 3 and 4) several emission lines of Mg, Si, and Ca are detected in the spectra. Figure 5 shows these in detail. Figures 3 and 4 also indicates the photospheric OH quartet at 820 cm −1 as well as the rotational line of HF at 819.1 cm −1 . This latter line is discussed in detail in a paper of its own (Jönsson et al. 2014) .
Analysis
In our analysis, we calculate synthetic spectra of the wavelength region with the Bsyn code, version 7.09 (for details see Ryde et al. 2002) . Bsyn is based on the same routines as the MARCS code (Gustafsson et al. 2008) . This latter code is used to construct model atmospheres (in our case in spherical geometry), which are used when calculating the synthetic spectra. The Fig. 1 . The un-normalized spectrum of β Peg around 817.0 cm −1 . One full order and parts of two neighbouring orders on either side are presented. Three distinct water lines can be seen in the middle order. The non-linear form of the blaze function is indicated by the dashed line, which is a fifth order Legendre polynomial used to fit the continuum.
MARCS code computes hydrostatic model photospheres under the assumption of LTE (Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium), chemical equilibrium, homogeneity and the conservation of the total flux. The fundamental parameters defining a stellar atmosphere model are (i) the effective temperature, T eff , (ii) the surface gravity, log g, (iii) the metallicity, [Fe/H], (iv) the microturbulence, ξ micro , and (v) the α element enhancement, [α/Fe] . Therefore, we have to determine these parameters for our observed stars, which is done in the following section, Sect. 3.1.
When generating the synthetic spectra with the Bsyn code, the continuous opacities are taken from the model atmosphere calculations. Sect. 3.2 describes the line data. Subsequently, the spectra were broadened by macroturbulence velocity in order for the synthetic spectrum to fit the observed one. The Eqwi code (version 7.06) calculates equivalent widths for a given model atmosphere and line list (Sect. 3.2). Our observed equivalent widths are measured within the IRAF task splot, by measuring the total area in the absorption or emission line.
Stellar parameters
Here we describe our method of determining the stellar parameters, of which the surface gravity is the most uncertain. These are provided in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 2. 3.1.1. The effective temperature, T eff All our stars are bright and nearby. Angular diameters can therefore be acquired with good accuracy. Knowing the bolometric flux, F bol , and the limb-darkened diameter of a star, θ LD , its effective temperature can be determined directly from
where σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant. Mozurkewich et al. (2003) limb-darkening laws based on ATLAS9 models to derive the diameters. Table 2 gives the effective temperatures and their uncertainties derived by Mozurkewich et al. (2003) . The uncertainties are of the order of 50 K. Mérand et al. (2010) showed that for a K0III star, the uncertainty in the diameter due to different models do not exceed 0.5% (and is thus negligible for the determination of T eff ). It may be worse for M stars but the uncertainty should not exceed ∼ 100 K. Note that, recently, Arroyo-Torres et al. (2014) derived an effective temperature of T eff = 3909 ± 187 K for our coolest star β Peg based on VLTI/AMBER diameters, more than 450 K warmer than the temperature of Mozurkewich et al. (2003) . Dehaes et al. (2011) derived T eff = 3600 ± 300 K from modelling the Spectral Energy Distributions, SED, for the same star. For the warmer stars α Tau and α Boo, they, however, find excellent agreement. This demonstrates the difficulties for the cooler stars. However, these estimates of the effective temperature of β Peg, are higher than the one we adopt, which will only increase the discrepancy between the observed and the modelled H 2 O lines in the 12 µm spectra, which we will discuss later.
3.1.2. The surface gravity, log g, and metalliciy, [Fe/H] The surface gravity is given by,
where G is the gravitational constant, and r the stellar radius. The latter is derived from the measured limb-darkened angular diameter, θ LD , and the distance to the star through its Hipparcos parallax, π, in the same unit as the angular diameter (van Leeuwen 2007):
The stellar mass, M, we determine from evolutionary tracks, knowing the stars' luminosity, effective temperature, and metallicity. The stellar metallicities we find from the literature, picking the iron abundances from the references that provide effective temperatures and surface gravities in the proximity of our values, see the references in Table 2 . The literature values can vary (see for example Dehaes et al. (2011); Cruzalèbes et al. (2013) ; Jönsson et al. (2014) ), but will not influence our conclusions. We use the sets of evolutionary tracks from Bertelli et al. (2008 Bertelli et al. ( , 2009 ) who use isochrones from Girardi et al. (2000) . We find that the masses vary from 0.9 M for α Lyn to 2.7 M for α Hya. The uncertainties in the derived luminosities and effective temperatures provide estimates of the uncertainties in the masses, which together with the uncertainties in the radii provide our uncertainties in the surface gravity. Table 2 summarises the surface gravities and the metallicities, which have typical uncertainties of 0.15 dex, for our stars.
We have also determined the surface gravities for our stars directly from the PARAM 1.1 web interface (da Silva et al. 2006) . It provides a Bayesian estimate of the stellar parameters M, log(g) and r with the use of the Girardi et al. (2000) isochrones, through prior knowledge of the probabilities associated with the placement of a star in the HR-diagram. The input parameters needed are the star's effective temperature, metallicity, V-magnitude, and parallax. Table 2 gives the PARAM gravities in the fourth column.
We can conclude that the surface gravities determined with the two methods agree nicely, within the estimated uncertainties, for all stars except for the two coolest giants. The PARAM gravities are systematically and significantly lower than ours. The only difference in methodology between the two methods is the determination of the stellar luminosity and thereby the stellar radius. PARAM uses the V magnitude and a bolometric correction, (B.C., from Girardi et al. (2008) ), which together with the input parameters T eff and parallax, π, provides the radius. We use the angular diameter, parallax, and measured bolometric flux to obtain the luminosity. Although, we are not certain for the cause of the difference in log g, we note that the main difference is the introduction of the B.C., which gets increasingly larger and more uncertain the cooler the star is. Values from recent literature provide even higher surface gravities, with our log g being closer to these. Although they also find a higher temperature, Soubiran et al. (2008) 4 for instance derive log g = 1.2 for β Peg, our coolest star, whereas we find log g = 0.5 and PARAM provides log g = 0.2. In our discussion later about the spectral features in our TEXES spectra, the surface gravity will, however, not play an important role. N. Ryde et al.: Water on red giants revealed by TEXES 12 µm spectra Fig. 2 . Hertzsrpung-Russell diagram presenting the surface gravities (logg) vs. the effective temperatures (T eff ) for the stars investigated in this paper (shown with plus signs). We have also indicated, with triangles, the supergiants and alpha Boo, that have been investigated at high spectral resolution earlier in the literature (Jennings & Sada 1998; Ryde et al. 2002 Ryde et al. , 2006a .
The microturbulence and macroturbulence
The microturbulence parameter, χ micro , is difficult to determine empirically, but is nevertheless important and especially so when analysing lines that are saturated. The microturbulence will then affect the line strengths for a given abundance, and is therefore a crucial parameter when analysing strong lines. We have, therefore, looked at two different sets of microtubulence determination for giants. One is the values used in the investigations of high-resolution near-infrared spectra of red giants by T. Tsuji (see, for instance, Tsuji 1985 Tsuji , 2008 ) and the second is an empirically found function of T eff , log g, and [Fe/H] with a scatter of ∼ 0.1 dex, developed within the Gaia-ESO survey (Gilmore et al. 2012 ) from high-resolution optical spectra. We present them in different columns in Table 2 .
As we can see from these values, Tsuji's microturbulent velocities are in general 1 km s −1 larger than the values determined from the empirical Gaia-ESO relation. Since we are not able to determine the microturbulent velocities ourselves, we will take an average of 2.0 km s −1 as our default value, and later discuss its influence on the spectral lines in the Discussion section, see Sect. 5.6.1.
To match synthetic spectra with the observed ones, a 'macroturbulent' broadening, χ macro , is introduced, which takes into account the macroturbulence of the stellar atmosphere and instrumental broadening. Since our water lines are far from matched by our model spectra, we have convolved our synthesised spectra with reasonable values that match the lines that are modelled well, which are the OH lines and the HF line. We have used a gaussian function, specified by its FWHM which Table 2 provides. The macroturbulent broadening changes only the form of a line and not the intrinsic line strength.
[α/Fe] and CNO abundances
A few of the α elements 5 are important electron donors in the continuum-and line-forming regions of the stellar atmosphere. Especially, Mg alone contributes more than half of the electrons, but also Si is important at least in the continuum forming regions. The continuous opacity in the mid-infrared is due to H − ff , 6 an opacity which is proportional to the electron density (see, for example, Eq. 2.76 from Rutten 2003) . The strength of a weak line is proportional to the line opacity and inversely proportional to the continuous opacity, thus directly influenced by the electron density.
In our atmospheric models and spectral synthesis we have prescribed an α element over-abundance which is +0.4 for metallicities below [Fe/H]= −1 and linearly decreasing down to a solar ratio at solar metallicity.
Since we are modelling red giants and the first dredge-up that these stars have experienced will lead to an increased C abundance and an accompanied decrease of N, such that C+N is constant, we have used CN-processed models (see, for example, Gustafsson et al. 2008) . However, as these authors point out, the effects on the model structure is moderate.
Line data
Spectral lines detected in the recorded wavelength range include H 2 O, OH, HF, and metallic emission lines (for the latter, see Sect. 4.2). When synthesising the modelled spectra, we have included an atomic line list and the most common molecules that might have transitions in the N band.
7 For our temperature range, however, only H 2 O OH, HF, and atoms show features detectable at the signal-to-noise level of the observations. Neither are atomic absorption lines detected nor are there any expected from a spectral synthesis of the wavelength region. The only atomic lines that are detected are emission lines due to a very specific non-LTE process, see Sect. 4.2.
The line lists for our calculation of the photospheric synthetic spectra are taken from the compilation of Goldman et al. (1998) for OH and from Jönsson et al. (2014) for HF. The H 2 O line list is based on the compilation of Barber et al. (2006) , but for a dozen of the strongest lines, Ryde et al. (2002) identified the transitions from laboratory measurements by Polyansky et al. (1996 Polyansky et al. ( , 1997a . Uncertainties in the line positions of these measurements are less than 0.002 cm −1 (for details see Ryde et al. 2002 Ryde et al. , 2006a . Table 3 gives the line data for the most prominent H 2 O lines. All molecular lines are synthesised with the Bsyn code with corresponding partition functions that are consistent with the line lists.
Results
In Figures 3 and 4 , parts of the TEXES spectra of our red giants are shown. The observations are presented in black and the synthetic spectra in red. Water lines that affect the synthetic spectra are marked with blue tick marks and the most prominent water lines, that we will be using in the analysis, are marked with vertical, dashed lines. Absorption lines of OH are shown with green tick marks, and the HF line and the emission line due to 5 The α elements are those from O to Ti with even atomic numbers, i.e. O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Ti. 6 The subscript in H Leep et al. (1987) . 
Notes.
(a) Uncertain assignment of the quantum numbers for the states of the transition (b) Assigned from Tsuji (2000) Mg are marked. From the spectra, no molecular emission lines are detected. Furthermore, the strengths of the H 2 O lines vary smoothly with effective temperature and, as expected, the coolest stars have the strongest and most H 2 O lines present. The wavelengths of the strongest water lines are accurate enough for our spectra, whereas several weaker lines do not match up as well. This is expected based on the accuracy of the H 2 O line list, see Section 3.2. In the following sections, we will be more interested in the lines that appear over a range of stellar temperatures, that is the strongest lines only, those marked with vertical, dashed lines.
All lines in the region are modelled and synthesised, except for the metallic emission lines that require a specific non-LTE process (see Section 4.2), which are not modelled for here (for a model of these lines, see Sundqvist et al. 2008) . From Figures  3 and 4 and the other parts of our recorded TEXES spectra, we immediately see that the synthetic spectra fail to match the observations of the OH(ν = 0 − 0) quartets, failing by a bit, and the H 2 O lines, failing by a large amount. The OH(ν = 2 − 2), OH(ν = 3 − 3), and the HF lines are, however, modelled well with a photospheric model with the stellar parameters derived in section 3.1.
This result for all our stars is identical to the results and conclusions for Arcturus by Ryde et al. (2002) . Now, we see the same trend for all the giants in our investigation, stars with spectral types ranging from K to M. Table 4 presents our measured equivalent widths of the water lines, W obs (in mÅ), and their strengths in the form of log(W obs /λ). We see that the lines are normally weaker than log(W obs /λ) = −5.0 and that they vary smoothly with the effective temperatures of the stars. In the table we also present the modelled equivalent widths, W mod (also in mÅ), for the water Fig. 3 . The observations of the five coolest stars. The observed spectra are shown with black lines and the synthetic spectra with red lines. The blue ticks above the spectra indicate spectral features of H 2 O whereas green marks OH(ν = 3 − 3) lines. Dashed lines mark the spectral features of interest which are ultimately used in the calculation of the formation region temperatures. Also, one emission feature in the form of neutral Mg is visible at 818.1 cm −1 , and the HF line is also marked. The lack of observational data between the orders of the spectrometer, is indicated by the vertical solid black lines.
lines. Also, here we can conclude that the synthetic lines are too weak for all stars and all lines. For the coolest star, β Peg, the synthetic lines are too weak by a factor of ∼two, and for the warmer stars, a factor five to 50.
The formation of the continuum at 12 µm
None of the red giants we have observed are expected to have large continuum emission due to dust in the 12 µm region. This is verified from low spectral-resolution SWS01 spectra observed with the Infrared Space Observatory, ISO (Kessler et al. 1996) . We therefore assume that the continua recorded from the red giants originate in their photospheres. For an Arcturus model atmosphere, the near-and mid-IR continua, which are dominated by the H − ff opacity, is formed at an optical depth of log τ 500 ∼= −0.5. This can be compared with the continuum at 1.6 µm, which is formed at log τ 500 ∼= +0.6, and is the deepest point in the atmosphere the optical/near-IR continuum is formed. Even a MOLsphere would not contribute much continuous opacity (see, for example, the realisations of a MOLsphere in Ryde et al. 2006b ). |bf The MOLsphere continuum, due to H ff and H − ff , is therefore expected to be transparent. Other stars, such as the supergiants α Ori and µ Cep, show large dust emission in the wavelength region of 9-13 µm. In these cases this has to prop-erly be taken into account when synthesising this spectral region (see Ryde et al. 2006a,b) .
Emission lines of Mg, Al, Si, and Ca
In the parts of our TEXES spectra in Figure 3 and 4, emission lines due to Mg i at 818.06 cm −1 are clearly detected in all the stars, apart from those where the line falls into a gap between orders. Carlsson et al. (1992) explained in detail the formation process of the emission lines of Mg i in the solar spectrum. The lines are formed in the photosphere due to a non-LTE process, in which a flow cycle between states of Mg i and Mg ii, refilling neutral magnesium again via its Rydberg states, is established. This results in an underpopulation of the levels from which the lines originate. A small difference in the departure coefficients between the upper and lower levels is the direct cause of the emission. were the first to report these emission lines in a star apart from the Sun. They showed that the same non-LTE mechanism is at play in Procyon (F5IV-V), a star with an effective temperature of T eff = 6512 K and a surface gravity of log g=3.9 (cgs). Later, Sundqvist et al. (2008) detected even stronger emission lines in three K giants. They succeeded in modelling these lines by using the same non-LTE mechanism also for these giants. An expanded model atom of Mg and inclusion of neutral hydrogen collisions was, however, needed in order to reproduce the emission strengths in these giants. Sundqvist et al. (2008) also showed that the emission lines are formed in atmospheric layers below the temperature minimum. They are therefore clearly photospheric features. Table 5 gives possible metallic emission lines in our wavelength region, in addition to the Mg i emission lines. Carlsson et al. (1992) and Baumüller & Gehren (1996) explained and modelled the emission lines due to Si i and Al i in the solar spectrum, which are weaker than the Mg emission, with a similar process as for magnesium. Stellar emission lines at 12 µm due to Si i and Al i were first identified in α Boo by Lacy et al. (2002) and analysed by Sundqvist et al. (2008) in the three K giants they investigated. Here, we detect emission lines due to Si i, Al i, and Ca i lines for all our giants. Figure 5 presents these and Table  6 gives their equivalent widths (when measurable). The metallic emission lines at 12 µm thus seems to be a common feature in a variety of stars, and can be explained by the non-LTE flow cycle in the stellar photospheres. For red giants the lines are formed at an optical depth of log τ 500 ∼ −1.7, i.e. quite deep in. Is it then clear that we are recording the photospheric spectrum of the red giants.
The HF line
We detect the rotational HF line at 12.21 µm (819.11 cm −1 ) for all the spectra of our stars, except for α Ser, for which the HF line falls beyond the recorded spectrum. This line can be used to derive the fluorine abundance of the stars. This was done by Jöns-son et al. (2014) , who synthesised these successfully with photospheric models only. Earlier studies in the literature of the photospheric fluorine abundances in stars have all used the vibrationrotation HF lines at 2.3 µm instead. Jönsson et al. (2014) used both sets of lines to determine the photospheric fluorine abundances for our stars. They gave consistent abundances, indicating that also the 12 µm HF lines are photospheric in origin and well described by a standard model atmosphere. Again, this in- dicates that we are recording the photospheric spectrum of the red giants at these wavelengths. Table 7 presents the mean velocity shifts between the water lines, OH(ν = 0 − 0) lines, and the emission line of Mg relative to the HF line. The latter two are most certainly photospheric in origin. The uncertainties given there are the standard deviation of the mean for the cases where we can measure several lines. We estimate the random measurement uncertainties to ±0.5 km s
Velocity shifts between water, OH, and emission lines
and the systematic uncertainties (mainly due to the wavelength calibration) to lie in the range of ≈ 0.5 − 1 km s −1 . Since the OH lines lie at lower wavenumbers than the Mg and HF lines, these systematic uncertainties might be the reason that the OHline shifts for all the stars are systematically negative, but within the estimated uncertainties. For a few stars, such as α Tau and β Peg, there might be a formal systematic offset between the H 2 O lines and the OH lines, but not between the photospheric HF line and the H 2 O lines. However, in the case of the α Tau spectrum, the uncertainties are in the range of this offset. The photospheric Mg emission line, for example, is shifted by the same magnitude but in the opposite direction. The same trend is seen in other stars but within the estimated uncertainties. β Peg Article number, page 9 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. ryden Name ∆v water ∆v OH ∆v Mg β Peg −0.3 ± 0.6 −1.9 ± 0.3 0.3 δ Vir 0.2 ± 0.6 −0.6 ± 0.1 0.0 δ Oph 0.0 ± 0.3 −0.9 ± 0.5 -0.2 µ UMa 0.5 ± 0.5 −0.5 ± 0.5 1.3 α Lyn 0.1 ± 0.5 −0.8 ± 0.2 0.9 α Tau 0.0 ± 0.3 −0.9 ± 0.1 0.7 α Hya −1.5
(a) Only one weak H 2 O line is the coolest star, which means that molecules start contributing severely and start blending lines. This leads to larger systematic offsets in the wavelength determinations. Thus, we conclude that at this accuracy, within ±1.5 km s −1 , all the spectral lines are at the same velocity.
This means that either the water lines in all our stars are formed in the photospheres or that the MOLspheres have no velocity relative to the stellar photospheres.
Discussion
Previously, water lines in the mid-infrared have been investigated in only four stars, namely the red giant α Boo (Ryde et al. 2002) and the red supergiants α Sco (Jennings & Sada 1998) , α Ori (Ryde et al. 2006a) , and µ Cep (Ryde et al. 2006b ). The question is whether the properties of the strong water lines are specific to a few particular stars or whether they are a general feature of red giants and supergiants. Our goal is to present empirical evidence for how the strengths of the water lines change with spectral type for a range of K and M giants to test for a trend with temperature. Before discussing the general trends and its possible causes, we start off by discussing the published results from the literature.
In the case of the well-studied K giant Arcturus, Ryde et al. (2002) firmly establish the mid-infrared OH lines to be photospheric by determining identical velocity shifts and line widths of the vibration-rotation lines at 1.6 µm, a definite photospheric feature 8 , and the 12 µm rotation lines, as well as successfully synthesising lines of different excitation energies, including the strong H 2 O lines at 12 µm, based on a modified photospheric model only. They find that the outer temperatures have to be lowered by of the order of 10%, that is approximately 300 K compared to the radiative-equilibrium temperatures of 2000-2500 K, in the layers described by log τ 500 < −4 (see Figure 7 of Ryde et al. (2002) ). This was a so called semi-empirical model atmo-sphere, constructed in order to fit the water lines. In addition, the metallic emission lines detected in this region, especially the Mg line emission, is shown to be formed by a photospheric lineformation process (Sundqvist et al. 2008) , establishing also that the continuum most likely originates in the photosphere.
Although K giants do not have direct evidence for MOLspheres (Tsuji 2003) , Tsuji (2009) find indirect evidence from lines originating from the fundamental band of CO that is interpreted as suggesting a MOLsphere for Arcturus, nevertheless. However, the Ryde et al. (2002) observations do not register the molecular layers and therefore either contradict the MOLsphere hypothesis 9 or put new strong constraints on the nature and interpretation of the MOLspheres. With a MOLsphere, it would be unlikely that the velocity shifts, line widths, and degree of excitation would match so closely to the photospheric values.
It can be noted that Cohen et al. (2005) find that the continuum of α Boo is reasonably well modelled by classical model photospheres in the region of 40 − 125 µm, that is, wavelengths that sample the upper photosphere. But they also show that it is not until wavelengths beyond 1-3 mm that the continuum is formed in photospheric regions corresponding to where Ryde et al. (2002) need to start cooling their upper photosphere. This is also a location which is well above the depth of the onset of the coexisting chromospheric temperature rise of the Arcturus model of Ayres & Linsky (1975) . Chromospheric free-free continuum radiation also contributes at (sub-)millimeter wavelengths.
Later, Ryde et al. (2006a) and Ryde et al. (2006b) also found stronger than expected H 2 O lines both in the supergiant Betelgeuse and in the prototypical MOLsphere supergiant µ Cep (Tsuji 2000) . Suggested LTE MOLsphere models in the literature for these stars, based on low-resolution spectra and interferometric measurements (Tsuji 2000; Ohnaka 2004; Verhoelst et al. 2006) , would all result in strong emission features at 12 µm, which are not detected. Also in these cases, lower temperature structures in the outer photospheric layers, inspired by the discussion for Arcturus (Ryde et al. 2002) but also by that in Jennings & Sada (1998) , made it possible to model the spectra well. The conclusion of Ryde et al. (2006a,b) is that also in these cases the water lines are most likely formed in the photospheres, albeit in non-classical ones, and that there is no need for MOLspheres to explain this wavelength region. From the line widths it is suggested that the features are formed close to the photosphere, perhaps in connection with the coexisting, inhomogeneous chromosphere. The column densities of H 2 O also fit closely what is expected from the spectra (Jennings & Sada 1998) .
A cool temperature structure is able to synthesise all the spectral features of the 12 µm region simultaneously because is the relative response of the different spectral features to the outer, cooler layers due to different heights of formation. While the models that explain this wavelength region are semi-empirical model atmospheres, constructed solely to fit the lines, insights may still be gained from such an exercise. It could, for instance, indicate lower excitation temperatures of the levels of water forming the lines, or indicate extra cooling.
The ultimate goal, however, is to find a model that can explain all empirical data. This is not yet the case, since a photospheric temperature structure as suggested by the 12 µm wave-9 Assuming that there is no specific selection of only H 2 O and CO in the MOLspheres, but that there is simultaneously hydrogen and other molecules, like OH, available. Note, that in the MOLsphere realisations of Ryde et al. (2006b) , the continuous opacity is due to H ff and H − ff , which is very small. The continuum from the MOLsphere is therefore expected to be very optically thin, i.e. transparent. length region predicts strong TiO bands in the optical, which are not seen in Arcturus (Ryde et al. 2003b) . Furthermore, the MOLsphere model of µ Cep predicts emission from water bands at 6 and 40 µm, as suggested from low-resolution Infrared Space Observatory, ISO spectra (Tsuji 2000) . This scenario predicts the 12 µm lines to be in emission as well. However, Ryde et al. (2006b) detect the contrary. High-resolution spectra of the 6 and 40 µm water bands, resolving the individual lines, will be able to reveal the nature of the emission lines, providing line profiles, excitation temperatures, velocity shifts, turbulent velocities, and the existence of absorption lines or components. Indeed, 6 µm observations have now been performed during the science verification flight in April 2014 of the EXES spectrometer onboard the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared Astronomy, SOFIA (see DeWitt et al. 2014) . No results have been presented yet.
New TEXES observations
We begin by summarising the results based on our new observations at high spectral resolution in the mid-IR; the water vapour lines in all our stars from α Boo and cooler show absorption lines stronger than expected from a classical model photosphere. The continuum is most likely formed in the photosphere, as is the HF line, metallic emission lines, and the OH(ν = 2 − 2) and OH(ν = 3 − 3) lines. What is then the cause of the strong absorption of only the water lines and the OH(ν = 0 − 0) lines? Note, that these show no net velocity shift compared to the photospheric lines.
The general behaviour across spectral types
The water lines we detect for giants of effective temperatures spanning the range from 3400 to 4900 K show a smooth trend in the strengths of the water lines. The strong lines and lack of emission, therefore, seems to be a general feature of red giants. An explanation of the stronger-than-expected lines must therefore be found in a general cause, applicable to all late-type giants. The general nature of the observed molecular mid-IR lines, underpredicted by synthetic spectra, was also found by Sloan et al. (2014) (in press) for all K giants in their sample. For the cases of the supergiants Betelgeuse and µ Cep Tsuji (2006 Tsuji ( , 2009 suggested a specific solution to explain the strong H 2 O lines at 12 µm shown by Ryde et al. (2006a) . In this case, optically thin 12 µm lines were suggested to be formed in the MOLsphere, in absorption against a continuum formed from an alumina shell. Our stars do not have surrounding dust.
Excitation temperatures of the water lines
In the wavelength recorded, we actually have water lines with quite a spread in excitation energies of the lower levels of the transitions: 0.398-1.398 eV, see Table 3 . In the discussion of µ Cep (Ryde et al. 2006b ), the range was smaller: 1.014-1.150 eV. This means that we can derive the temperature of the site of line-formation from line-strength ratios. The dotted lines in Figures 3 and 4 mark the lines that can be used in the calculation of such temperatures.
In order to derive analytical relations, we make the following hypothesises:
1. For a given star, all water lines are formed in layers with a constant temperature. As the outer parts of static red giant atmospheres, where molecular line contribution functions are believed to peak, exhibit a rather flat temperature profile, this Table 8 . Estimated observed (T obs ) and model (T synth ) formation-region temperatures in Kelvin, calculated with the use of Eq. 5. The difference between the model and observed temperatures, T diff = T obs − T synth , is also computed. Since we assume that all lines are formed in one region and at a single temperature, the mean of all the lines for a given star was obtained.
hypothesis should be rather valid (note however that resonance lines have relatively broad contribution functions). 2. The continuum opacity is constant over the considered wavelength range. In the infrared, the main continuum opacity source is due to H − free-free absorption, which approximately varies as ν −2 , ν being the frequency. The water lines considered here cover a range between 808 cm −1 and 821 cm −1 , i.e. a relative variation of only ∼ 1.5%. This hypothesis is thus fully justified. 3. We assume that all lines are formed in the optically thin limit, that is, lines are not saturated; in other words, they are located in the linear part of the curve of growth (weak-line approximation). 4. The lines are not blended. This gets increasingly untrue for the cooler stars. Some lines are blended by as much as 40%.
The two latter are the most questionable hypotheses. In spite of the simplifying assumptions, we will calculate the temperatures of the line forming regions. Under these assumptions, the equivalent widths of water lines obey to the relation
where C is a constant parameter (for given star and species), including the continuum opacity and the partition function (the constancy of the temperature implies the same partition function and the same molecular equilibrium), A the water abundance, and χ the line excitation energy. In other words, line-strength ratios allows the determination of the temperature at which they are formed, or the excitation temperature, assumed uniform, in case of non-LTE effects. Considering two lines with excitation energies and oscillator strengths χ 1 , g f 1 , and χ 2 , g f 2 , respectively, one gets
where W 1 and W 2 are the measured equivalent widths. Table 8 displays the obtained values of the temperatures of the line-formation regions both from the observed lines-strength ratios and those from synthetic spectra. The standard deviation due to temperature determination from different combinations of line ratios lie between 100 − 300 K, originating mostly from the simplicity of the assumptions of non-saturated lines and nonblended lines. The temperature from the observed spectra lie around 2500 K and systematically show cooler temperatures compared with the synthetic spectra by 300-1000 K. Thus, either an additional cooling of the outer atmospheric layers, or an additional extension of the atmosphere, compared to the static, LTE model atmosphere such as a MARCS model, is required to explain the relative strengths of the water lines. Figure 6 illustrates this for the case of α Boo.
These temperatures should be seen as indicative. For example, the reason for the large temperature difference for Arcturus (600 K), compared to what was found by Ryde et al. (2002) (300-350 K), comes from the fact that the observed water lines are weak in the spectrum leading to very uncertain line ratios. The line ratios from the synthetic spectrum are, however, quite accurate since these lines are not saturated and not blended in this star, being the warmest in our sample. Also, the synthetic spectrum is noise-free.
In any case, what is found is that the formation temperatures are in general of the order of 300 − 600 K cooler as derived from the observed spectra compared to those derived from the modelled ones. This is also consistent with the temperature decreases (300-400 K) needed in the model atmospheres of Arcturus (Ryde et al. 2002) , Betelgeuse (Ryde et al. 2006a) , and µ Cep (Ryde et al. 2006b ). Also, it is found to be a general feature for all the giants observed here, from K to M giants. It should be noted that the derived temperature could also be the temperature of the MOLsphere if the water lines are formed in such a circumstellar environment.
Detected photospheric features
As we have discussed, the observed metallic emission lines at 12 µm are without doubt photospheric in origin in all our stars. They are formed though a very specific non-LTE process giving rise to them. As mentioned above, they are well explained with this photospheric process for the Sun and giants (see Sundqvist et al. 2008 ) anchoring them to the photosphere. The HF line is also undoubtably photospheric, since it gives the same abundance as near-IR HF lines (Jönsson et al. 2014) , as expected from a photosphere. Were they formed in a cooler MOLsphere, the derived abundances would not have matched that closely. The H 2 O lines in this wavelength region are, however, poorly modelled. Ryde et al. (2002) . The HF line is formed deeper in the atmosphere and is therefore not affected by the cooler outer parts.
As mentioned, Ryde et al. (2002 Ryde et al. ( , 2006 thus constructed a semiempirical model atmosphere which could explain the formation of strong water lines. A cooling of the outer atmosphere of a few 100 K, at log τ 500 < −4, was needed. This extra outer cooling does not, however, significantly affect the HF line, since it is formed deeper in the photosphere: the derived fluorine abundance is only 0.07 dex lower (see Figure 7) .
The lack of any velocity shift between the photospheric HF and Mg lines is expected. The lack of any shifts of the OH and H 2 O lines means either that these lines are photospheric or that they are formed in a MOLsphere that is static, to within a few km s −1 , relative to the photosphere. Ryde et al. (2002) argued that also the OH rotation lines in Arcturus are formed in the photosphere. This was based on velocity and FWHM similarities between the rotation OH lines and the vibration-rotation OH lines at 1.6 µm OH lines, the later being photospheric. We have no reason to believe that this should not be the case for the other stars too, since Arcturus nicely fits into the trend of lines strengths, and velocities.
Thus, the metallic emission lines, the HF line, and the adjacent continua, are most likely photospheric in origin. The wavelength shifts of the water lines are, within uncertainties, identical to those of the photospheric emission lines and HF line. This indicates that also the water lines might be of a photospheric origin.
Strong H 2 O lines
We have shown that the approximate temperature at the location of formation of the water lines are a few hundred degrees lower than expected from a model photosphere. This is empirically determined from water lines from different excited levels. If the H 2 O lines are formed in such a stellar photosphere, lines in LTE would show a larger absorption than expected. We see this for all our giants.
An important point when discussing the formation of the water lines is that they are optically thick at these temperatures and with the column densities that are assumed in MOLsphere realisations (Tsuji 2000 (Tsuji , 2003 . At the line center, ν 0 , assuming a broadened line with a characteristic line width of
1/2 , the optical depth is given by
where N col is the column density of water vapor, U is the partition function of water vapour and has a value of 2713 for a temperature of 1500 K (Partridge & Schwenke 1997) , and χ is the excitation energy of the level (for details see Ryde et al. 2006b ). For example, log τ l ν 0 ≈ 2.0 for the water line at 818 cm −1 . Thus, if the lines were to be formed in a large MOLsphere of these typical temperatures, the sheer size of it will weaken any absorption dramatically, or even show emission (see the discussions in Ryde et al. 2006a,b) . Most MOLsphere realisations are of such a size that emission lines are expected at 12 µm. The reason for this is indeed that the water lines are very optically thick, even in non-LTE, and therefore probe the MOLsphere. The continuum between the H 2 O lines, on the other hand, probe the stellar photosphere. The angular size of a MOLsphere compared to the continuum forming stellar surface, will lead to absorption lines weaker than expected or even to emission in the lines. However, we do not find any indication of emission lines of water from any of our red giants, on the contrary they are all deeper than expected.
Possible solutions to the mismatch of the H 2 O lines
Here we discuss possible mechanisms that could increase the strengths of the H 2 O lines:
Spectroscopic uncertainties
Increasing the oxygen abundance would increase the strength of the water lines, but it would require an increase of the order of 0.6 dex to fit some of the lines. Other H 2 O lines, which are not observed, would then also emerge. This would also affect the OH lines by a large amount. The oxygen abundances of these stars are quite well determined. For example, Ramírez & Allende Prieto (2011) determine the oxygen abundance of Arcturus to better than 0.05 dex. Normally, the abundance determinations are good to within 0.1 dex.
A change in the stellar parameters in the range of their uncertainties will only change the equivalent widths by 20% for a change in effective temperature for the coolest star and by up to a factor of 2 for the warmest star, where water is on the verge of being visible. A change in log g of 0.1 will change the equivalent width of the H 2 O lines by 10-20%. These changes are too small to explain the strong H 2 O lines.
If the lines are saturated, their strengths will be sensitive to the adopted microturbulence. The lines will broaden but they will not appear deeper. A different microturbulence will therefore not be able to fit the strong water lines.
Thus, none of these uncertainties are enough to explain the lines strengths of the H 2 O lines.
Non-LTE line formation of H 2 O
The need for considering a situation in which the water lines might not be formed in LTE, was stated already in Ryde et al. (2002) and discussed by Ohnaka et al. (2013) . Different behaviours of rotation lines and vib-rotation lines of H 2 O might be caused by different non-LTE effects (see Tsuji 2006; Perrin et al. 2004b) . Lambert et al. (2013a) estimated the critical density and showed that it is indeed higher than that of the outer atmosphere or MOLsphere, requiring a proper non-LTE analysis of the formation of water lines either in the photosphere or in a MOLsphere. Preliminary results show that the source function, level populations, and cooling rates are affected (Lambert et al. 2014, submitted, and Lambert et al. 2013b) . Either the molecular levels, of for example H 2 O, from which the cooling lines originate (which not necessarily are the lines we have observed) are overpopulated leading to an increased cooling, or the non-LTE level populations could affect the source function and line opacities of the lines discussed. In the latter case the strengths of the lines is a line-formation effect and not an increased abundance of water vapour as such.
Extra cooling in the upper layers of the photosphere
If we assume that the outer regions in the photosphere are cooler, as indicated by our line-ratio analysis, how should this additional cooling be interpreted? Is it a non-LTE effect or a dynamic effect? Non-LTE usually results from either a strong radiation field or a low density of collisional partners. The photospheric radiation field itself may lead to such effects, but it may also be increased by chromospheric emission. This latter would in particular manifest itself in the ultraviolet, which would increase the molecular photodissociation, and thus a weakening of water lines. We naturally do not rule out the presence of a chromospheric activity in the observed stars, but it does not seem to generate a significant photospheric non-LTE effect. More generally, a strong radiation field would generate over-excitation (i.e. an excitation temperature larger than the kinetic temperature) and over-dissociation, and thus a lowering of the cooling function. If non-LTE effects cause the observed strong water lines, it would thus be mostly through low collision rates compared to radiative ones, leading to a stronger cooling. An additional cooling may also be due to a dynamic effect, such as an adiabatic expansion, leading to extra dilution of the outer atmosphere. Radiation pressure, which is potentially sensitive to non-LTE effects, could also produce a similar effect. Furthermore, as the observed giants are believed to be static, non-LTE effects should dominate over dynamic effects.
As mentioned earlier, Lambert et al. (2013b) indeed show that in cool evolved stars, non-LTE effects may be important to the formation of water lines. These effects reveal themselves through an overpopulation of lower levels, an increase of the cooling function (the contribution of water to cooling being multiplied by up to factor of 4 in the outer layers) and increased radiation pressure. This extra water cooling of the outer photosphere could be a reason for the detected cooler temperatures of the line-formation regions. Short & Hauschildt (2003) discussed another reason for a cooler outer photosphere in their Arcturus model photosphere. They relaxed the assumption of LTE in the calculation of the photospheric structure by treating atomic opacity (continuous and line opacity) in non-LTE using large model atoms. They demonstrated that overionization of Fe can decrease the temperatures by a few hundred Kelvin in the outer atmospheric layers. It has to be investigated whether this is a general feature for red giants or not.
In the outer layers where the water lines are suggested to form for all stars across the range of spectral types investigated in this paper, the hot chromospheric regions 10 appear to coexist with cooler areas where water can be formed in sufficient amounts to match our observations. Chromospheres are dynamic and, at least for the solar case, a wave-driven phenomenon of spatially and temporally intermittent structures. The classical modelling neglects mechanical energy and momentum deposition that leads to the chromospheric heating and mass loss, which shows that the classical atmospheric modelling is inadequate for a complete treatment of these regions. This is in line with the discussion by Wiedemann et al. (1994) of the COmosphere, that is, the cool regions (determined from CO fundamental lines) coexisting with the chromosphere. They conclude that their CO spectra suggest a dominance of cool regions having large filling factors.
Temperature inhomogeneities, due to surface granulations in the photospheres, could affect the water spectrum. In the midinfrared, the continuum intensity contrast is small. However, the column density of water in the cool, sinking gas would likely be larger than in an homogeneous photosphere. The cooler areas in inhomogeneous photospheric models with both cool areas and hotter ones, will mainly affect the mid-IR spectrum. Optical and UV wavelengths are more biased toward hotter regions (see the discussion in Ryde et al. 2006a) . Hydrodynamic simulations of granules in giants such as by Chiavassa et al. (2009 Chiavassa et al. ( , 2010a will help in understanding a more realistic formation of molecular lines in the outer photospheres. The 12 µm lines provides a good test for three-dimensional model photospheres of red giants and supergiants, which are starting to be realised (see the development in, for example, Collet et al. 2007; Chiavassa et al. 2010a; Ludwig & Kučinskas 2012; Dobrovolskas et al. 2013 ).
Conclusions
We have observed a range of late-type giants in the N band, at 12.2 − 12.4 µm, at a high enough spectral resolution so as to resolve individual stellar spectral-lines. We detect photospheric metallic emission-lines (which are formed in non-LTE), OH, and HF lines. In addition we detect stronger-than-expected absorption lines of water vapour in all the stars showing water lines, that is, for stars cooler than ∼ 4300 K. The strengths of these H 2 O lines vary smoothly with the spectral types of the stars. This shows that an explanation for the formation of these water lines has to generally apply to all giants across spectral types, ranging 4500 to 3450 K (K1.5-M3.0).
We have shown that the 12 µm continuum is formed in the photosphere and that several observed features in the spectra are photospheric in origin (the metallic emission lines, OH lines, and the HF lines). The water lines in this continuum, could either be formed in the suggested molecular sphere, a MOLsphere, around the stars, or in the photosphere. The strong absorption lines of H 2 O, indicating a lack of emission from an extended sphere and the lack of any velocity shifts between the photospheric features and the water vapour lines, indicate that they might be formed close to the stars or in the photospheres rather than in a MOLsphere of a large extent.
From a simple analysis of the excitation balance of the different water lines, we show that, for all the stars across spectral types, they are formed at temperatures several hundred Kelvin cooler than the temperatures expected in the outer photospheres. Thus, if the H 2 O lines are formed in the photospheres, the temperature of the outer photosphere of red giants in general need to be cooler. The physical structure of the outer photospheres of late-type giants (log τ 500 < −4) are very uncertain due to low densities and complicated structures (see, for example, Tsuji 2008 Tsuji , 2009 . Small changes in the description of cooling in the energy equations, can lead to a change in the temperature structure in tenuous boundary layers where the heat capacity per volume is small.
Non-LTE treatment of either atomic, molecular, and/or continuous opacities might be necessary. Non-LTE effects in atoms, such as suggested by Short & Hauschildt (2003) , may provide an explanation to a cooler temperature structure. Other non-LTE effects, which might be important, are those in important molecular opacities affecting the energy balance in the outer boundary layers. Examples are strong water and even CO lines which sample these layers (Lambert et al. 2013a) . Non-LTE level populations will directly affect the source function and line opacities, and could also offer a viable explanation for the strong water line absorption. Inhomogeneties as such are also a source of cooler regions.
The formation of the water lines is still a mystery, but with the high-resolution spectra, we have now gathered empirical facts of the nature of the water lines, adding new constraints to the emerging picture of the outer atmospheres of red giants and that will help solving this issue in the future. Note that recently, Sloan et al. (2014) showed that the mid-IR bands of SiO and OH are stronger than expected for K giants too, based on Spitzer/IRS spectra. They might thus be probing the same phenomenon described here.
A&A-ryden, Online Material p 16 Table 4 . The equivalent widths of water lines in mÅ as observed and the equivalent widths from synthetic spectra for the stars calculated for standard marcs models. A measure of the lines' observational line strength calculated as log W obs /λ is also given. W obs is the observed equivalent width and λ the wavelength. 
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